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ABSTRACT

Background: Although the conflict in Vietnam (usually referred to as the Vietnam War) ended almost 50 years ago, few research-based publications of nurses’ experiences in Vietnam exist.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to expand what is known about the experiences of US military nurses who served in Vietnam.

Methods: This secondary analysis used qualitative description to examine interview data from 15 nurses who served in-country (within Vietnam) and in-theater supporting Vietnam (e.g., Guam, the Philippines) between 1965 and 1972.

Findings: We found that nurses’ experiences varied based on time deployed and place deployed (land, sea, or air; in-country or in-theater). The influence of time and place on US military nurses’ experiences in Vietnam are illustrated through findings pertaining to danger, daily life, and work. The most prominent differences were between nurses assigned in-country and those assigned in-theater.

Discussion: The findings illustrate ways research of more recent and future conflicts might be strengthened.

in-country (within Vietnam) and in-theater supporting Vietnam (i.e., Japan, the Philippines, Thailand, Guam, Okinawa; Norman, 1986). The first Army Field Hospital opened in 1962, and the last Army nurses left Vietnam in 1973 (West, n.d.). Most US military nurses in Vietnam were Army nurses (Pless Kaiser et al. 2017a).

The Naval hospital ships, USS Repose and USS Sanctuary, were in the South China Sea from 1966 to 1970 and 1967 to 1971 respectively (Herman, 2010). The Repose was anchored near Danang until the Viet Cong attempted an attack. Subsequently, the hospital ships cruised slowly in a figure-eight pattern (Norman, 1990). Navy nurses also served on land to include the Naval Support Activity, a hospital in Danang (Norman, 1990) and at in-theater naval hospitals (Herman, 2010).

Air Force nurses served in-country flying air evacuation (AE) missions, transporting wounded from base to base; staffing casualty staging facilities, part of the AE system, where patients usually spent ≤24 hr; and staffing hospitals (Holm & Wells, n.d.). In-country Air Force assignments were filled by males until 1966 (Schwartz, 1987) when 16 females were sent to facilities at Cam Ranh Bay (Holm & Wells, n.d.). The in-theater AE nurses relocated patients from Vietnam to hospitals in-theater and ultimately to the US (Holm & Wells, n.d.).

In Vietnam, US military nurses provided care where battle lines were not well-defined (Cleveland & Egel, 2020). Nurses treated patients with massive injuries (Blyth et al., 2015), tropical diseases such as malaria (Harrison & Yim, 2017), and psychiatric conditions (Camp, 2015).

Existing published investigations of nurses in Vietnam focus on their mental health following return home (Fontana et al. 1997; Paul, 1985; Pless Kaiser et al., 2017b; Stretch et al. 1985) and descriptions of nurses’ experiences (Norman, 1986, 1989, 1990; Pless Kaiser et al., 2017a; Scannell-Desch, 1996, 1999, 2000a, 2000b). Norman (1989, 1990) identified that service branch and dates mattered, reflecting the year female nurses served, politics of the time, and whether the war was building up or winding down. Scannell-Desch (1996, 1999, 2000a, 2000b) reported data aggregated across service branches and time to reflect female nurses’ experiences. Neither the influence of time nor place (land, sea, air; in-country, in-theater) nurses deployed have been fully explored. Investigators have largely overlooked male nurses in Vietnam. Although Paul (1985) and Stretch et al. (1985) included males in their samples, findings were not reported by gender. The purpose of this analysis, therefore, was to expand the understanding of Vietnam deployment experiences among US military nurses.

Methods

In this qualitative descriptive study, we used secondary data from a parent study of experiences of US military nurses deployed during six major wars since 1941. Data for the analysis reported here were generated between July 2015 and March 2018. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals were obtained prior to the parent study and this secondary analysis. The purposeful sampling criteria for the parent study included: (a) the six wars, (b) service branch, (c) gender, and (d) the deployment timeframe. The only exclusion criterion was diminished cognitive capacity. Following informed consent, interviews were conducted by three doctorally prepared nurses, digitally recorded, then transcribed by a professional transcription service. Each transcript was verified for accuracy. The data were deidentified before they were released for this analysis.

Data Analysis

Using the principles of qualitative descriptive inquiry (Kim et al., 2017; Sandelowski, 2010), the researchers remained “close to the data with minimal transformation during analysis” (Kim et al., 2017, p. 24). We used conventional content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) to discover patterns and concepts about nurses’ Vietnam deployment experiences. In conventional content analysis, the patterns and concepts “flow from the data” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1279), not from a priori views of the topic, thereby gleaning new insights. Interview length averaged 77 min (range 33 to 121 min).

All investigators read each transcript several times to get “a sense of each interview before attempting comparisons across interviews” (Sandelowski, 1995, p. 373). During this process, it became evident that time (years deployed) and place deployed (i.e., in-country or in-theater; land, sea, or air), were focal points and became the lenses through which the data were viewed.

Two experienced qualitative researchers coded the data. A third investigator participated in all conversations, keeping us true to the data. The coding scheme was developed and refined through an iterative, rigorous, independent, and collaborative process. Codes were used to create matrices that helped us identify where data were dense, insufficient, or discrepant and to discover patterns and concepts.

Saturation was partially achieved. In the parent study, in-country and in-theater assignments were not sampling criteria. We did not reach saturation for in-theater experiences.

Rigor

Rigor was maintained by “checking, confirming, making sure, and being certain” (Morse et al., 2002, p. 17) in each step of the analysis. Reflexive and analytic memos were written throughout. We regularly revisited the data to challenge assumptions and verify interpretations (Maxwell, 2013), while maintaining reflexivity and identifying discrepant cases (Maxwell, 2013; Morse, 2015; Morse et al., 2002).
Findings

The findings reflect in-country experiences unless otherwise stated. We use the term base for all military installations. Quotations reflect the participant’s pseudonym, their service (A=Army; N=Navy; AF=Air Force), and whether they worked on land (L), sea (S), or air (A). The data led us to focus on three concepts—the background of danger, middle ground of daily life, and foreground of work as influenced by time and place (see Table 1).

Participant Characteristics

The participants’ average deployment age was 25.5 years and 73.6 years when interviewed (see Table 2). Although four participants stated time since deploying diminished their recall of details, others offered highly detailed responses, some of which were accompanied by tears and raw emotion. Nurses often volunteered to go to Vietnam but not always. Unlike in the Army, there was a waiting list of Navy volunteers: there were “fewer than...100 [Navy] nurses total in Vietnam.” [Eileen-N-S]

Deployment Characteristics

Deployment characteristics are summarized in Table 3. There were vast differences between participants assigned in-country versus in-theater. Of the 13 in-country participants, 10 were on land, two at sea on the Sanctuary, and one in the air (see Figure 1). The in-country AE nurse experienced life on land and work in the air. The three participants assigned in-theater were either on land (Navy nurses at the hospital in Guam) or in the air (an Air Force AE nurse stationed in Japan). Only one participant was in Vietnam during the Tet Offensive, a turning point in the war (Ward, 2017) and did not provide care for casualties from those battles.

The Background of Danger

Danger was confronted immediately upon arrival in Vietnam. Rides from the airfield were “etched” in nurses’ minds as they witnessed the “jeeps, thousands of them” and military men in uniform carrying weapons. [Danielle-N-L] The most profound first impression involved a nurse who noticed a “huge hole in the
terminal roof." [Hanna-AF-L] Rockets had created the hole the day before, killing technicians waiting to return to the US.

An important time distinction was participants’ impressions that attacks were mostly a nighttime occurrence. The danger of nighttime flying meant that, with rare exceptions, the AE nurse stopped flying in the late afternoon. Place also influenced the sense of danger. In-theater participants were exposed to less danger: “[In Guam] We didn’t have any... missiles going over...[or] the trauma of bombs exploding around us.” [Isabel-N-L]

### The Danger Continuum

Proximity to attacks revealed a danger continuum. Near danger involved nurses and planes targeted by the enemy, including potential enemies on-base. For instance, a nurse was shot at by snipers while boating in the South China Sea on a day off. “Aircraft were targets for the Viet Cong” leading to onloading patients quickly and leaving the engines running to takeoff fast. [Ginger-AF-A] Potential enemies on-base included sappers and mammals. Sappers (elite forces who breached the perimeter at night) were overt enemies and mammals (women hired to wash and clean for the troops) were more covert enemies. Although not everyone distrusted mammals, an AE nurse believed them capable of sabotage; she inspected her aircraft before missions “because those ladies could’ve slipped anything in there.” [Ginger-AF-A]

Mid-range danger involved enemy and friendly rounds going overhead. Although intended for combat units, rounds sometimes fell short, hitting near hospitals. In Danang, for instance, enemy rounds hit the hospital’s generator one night, leaving a nurse in the dark, operating a suction machine by foot. Sights and sounds signaled the enemy was nearby such as when nurses heard bombs exploding in adjacent Cambodia. Friendly fire from Navy ships firing at enemy sites was common at a hospital in China Beach.

Nurses at sea were the most distant from danger. Although they did not address danger explicitly, one ship-based nurse said somewhat dubiously, “Everybody told you the Vietnamese had nothing that could reach us artillery-wise.” [Eileen-N-S]

Sirens announced potential attacks prompting nurses to protect themselves and their patients—if the sirens penetrated the nurses’ tiredness. “One night, sirens went off... but we didn’t hear them. We were so tired.” [Felisha-AF-A]

### Protection

An underlying sense of fear was not evident in the data. Hard work, tiredness, and feeling protected overshadowed fear. Protection was offered by “men with machine guns on the porches [of the quarters]” [Quinn-A-L] and unit leaders. During an alert, the Chief Nurse of the land-based Navy hospital went “to every room [and asked] ‘Are you wounded there?’” [Danielle-N-L] Despite experiencing danger, two nurses regarded their hospital assignments as a form of protection because they were not “out in the jungle” [Carol-A-L] “getting shot at.” [Adam-A-L].

Nurses quickly learned how to protect themselves and their patients using protective gear (i.e., helmets, flak jackets), destroying supplies that could become weapons, and avoiding danger. All but the nurses aboard ship and in Guam discussed helmets and flak jackets, destroying supplies that could become weapons, and avoiding danger. All but the nurses aboard ship and in Guam discussed helmets and flak jackets, and avoiding danger. All but the nurses aboard ship and in Guam discussed helmets and flak jackets for self-protection. Two land-based participants said empty IV bottles and medication vials were smashed to preclude the enemy making them “into bombs” [Hanna-AF-L] or Molotov cocktails. Nurses

### Table 3 – Deployment Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Land</th>
<th>Sea</th>
<th>Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Country</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Theatre</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Nursing Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casualty Staging</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Department</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Dependent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Wing Aircraft</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Care</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical and/or Surgical</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Room</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-operative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 12 months (n = 4)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule (if mentioned)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 hr shifts</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 hr shifts</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular shifts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Days a Week</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years In-Country/In-Theater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965–1966</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–1967</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–1968</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–1969</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–1970</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969–1970</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969–1971</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–1972</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One Navy nurse spent time on land in-theater prior to transferring to sea
† One Air Force nurse spent 1 year as a flight nurse, then 1 year on land primarily monitoring flight records
‡ Multiple participants worked on more than one type of unit
§ In-theater participants had longer tours of duty (i.e., 18 months, 24 months), one in-country nurse extended for 6 months to preempt returning for a second tour, one nurse started a tour in-theater then transferred to the Sanctuary (for a total tour of 13 months)
|| The timeframes capture the years deployed without focusing on exact months arriving and leaving

---

For the full article, please refer to the source: **Nurs Outlook 70 (2022) S104–S114**
avoided danger on-base by relocating to safer places during attacks—beneath beds, in bunkers, or behind sandbags. Off-base nurses maintained good situational awareness, never travelling alone, avoiding unsafe places, and remaining on-base under high threat circumstances.

Nurses on land in-country who worked during attacks acted immediately to protect patients by placing them under beds or covering them with mattresses. When possible, patients were relocated to bunkers. One nurse recalled putting “a whole ward of patients in a bunker one night.” [Bert-A-L] Nurses aboard ship and in-theater did not have to protect patients in this manner.

The Middle Ground of Daily Life

Daily life involved time away from work sleeping, eating, and relaxing. Some gender differences were noted in daily life. Quarters and bathrooms were designated by gender. Females needed a male escort when leaving the ship and going into Danang. A male nurse found having female nurses accompany him off-base was advantageous: “that was the best way to get a taxi” [Adam,-A-L]; the taxis were military trucks.

Other features of daily life were common across genders. All participants experienced an austerity continuum reflecting space and privacy, amenities on base, and food. They also experienced a confinement continuum in seeking ways to get away from work and the war.

The Austerity Continuum

Time had a powerful effect on living conditions. As the theater matured, facilities also matured creating a “different kind of tour” [Alice-A-L] for those who came later. A nurse who arrived in 1969 viewed her quarters as “relatively comfortable compared to earlier folks.”
Regardless of time, living conditions were simple and spartan. At sea, time had no effect on living conditions because the Sanctuary was the same throughout the war.

Place mattered more for land-based nurses because of the climate. Vietnam was hot and humid. Winds pushed rain into rooms during Monsoons. Air-conditioning was highly desirable. All Navy ships, hospitals, and quarters were air-conditioned. Some land-based nurses who had air-conditioning said it was noisy and unreliable. Consequently, fans were a “premium thing… It was really hard to sleep [without one].” [Bert-A-L]

Space and Privacy. On land, nurses lived in hooches. “A hooch…was where you stayed… it might be a tent” [Bert-A-L] Because hooches differed, space and privacy varied; both were prized and limited. Between 1965 and 1968, three nurses lived in tents for the first several months of their deployment, having no privacy. Moving to fixed structures was “a vast improvement.” [Chad-A-L] Most nurses had one roommate, although in one case there were four to a room. Three had individual rooms; this private space was “small but ours.” [Danielle-N-L] At sea, all quarters were small and shared. To cope with their small hooches, nurses took advantage of any available space, including the outdoors, for socializing, recreation, and privacy.

In-theater nurses had the most desirable housing. A Navy nurse had a two-room suite that, though furnished spartanly, included a private bathroom and a bedroom large enough for a double bed, unlike the bunkbeds used by most nurses. The Air Force nurse’s connections enabled her to make pizza in a dental clinic autoclave.

NURS OUTLOOK 70 (2022) S104–S114

Amenities. Time enhanced the availability of amenities such as base exchanges (BXs, military stores) and officers’ clubs. None of these existed in 1965. BXs sold priced fans, stereo equipment, alcohol, cigarettes, and small food items. Getting to the BX on a day off was a “big deal.” [Dan-AF-L] Some BXs had “everything pretty much in [them]” [Adam-A-L]; others ran out of items, like fans, quickly. Female nurses said “the BX just didn’t carry anything for females” [Hanna-AF-L] including uniform items, like shoes and nylons, and feminine hygiene products. They acquired these items in care packages from family and friends.

In 1966, officers’ clubs were in tents. In 1968, the officers’ clubs in Danang ranged from lovely to lacking. “By warzone standards, it [the officers’ club] was truly lovely.” [Danielle-N-L] By contrast, “We built our own officers’ club… with the help of the Navy” [Adam-A-L], exemplifying interservice camaraderie. Both in-country and in-theater AE nurses visited the officers’ club at Clark Air Force Base in the Philippines. It had meals, a pool, a chance to “get your hair done,…and dress up like a woman.” [Ginger-AF-A] Nurses at sea had access to officers’ clubs in Danang on days off or when ships went to Subic Bay.

Food. Weapons and ammunition had a higher priority than food. Consequently, a participant ate “hot dogs for three meals a day for 3 weeks, until the off-loading [from the supply ship was] completed.” [Alice-A-L]

Land-based nurses occasionally had C-rations, but usually ate at dining halls where the food ranged from “not very good” [Ginger-AF-A] to “decent” including “nice big yeast rolls like my grandmother [made].” [Carol-A-L] While eating, it was common to fight “lots of flies, the national bird of Vietnam.” [Danielle-N-L] Beef was a common menu item, with one participant proclaiming, “everybody dreaded roast beef.” [Chad-A-L], “the cow in a can.” [Becky-A-L] Having connections expanded food options; steaks and lobster tails sometimes “[fell] off the back of a truck” [Hanna-AF-L] One nurse’s connections enabled her to make pizza in a dental clinic autoclave.

The most striking food contrast was between in-country land-based nurses and nurses at sea. One land-based nurse who transported patients to the Sanctuary was invited to eat in the wardroom, another example of interservice camaraderie. The experience was memorable; food was “served off silver trays. The beautiful beaches on the South China Sea
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The Confinement Continuum

Although all nurses had occasional personal time, there was a feeling of confinement because daily life and work were in close proximity. Personal time was usually spent on-base with sporadic opportunities to go off-base for a day, a weekend, or several days. When threat conditions were high, you “[couldn’t] get away…[it] felt kind of like [being] in a prison.” [Eileen-N-S]

On-Base. Ways of relaxing included writing letters, reading, sleeping, listening to music, having cookouts and parties, and participating in sports. Officers’ clubs offered nurses a place to drink, socialize, or have a meal. The beautiful beaches on the South China Sea were available to nurses assigned in Danang and Cam
Ranh Bay. “Going to the beach helped a lot.” [Dan-AF-L] The nurses did “oddball things...to pass time” [Bert-A-L]. Things mentioned only by land-based nurses included watching the spread of Agent Orange over the tree line. One example of getting away on-base was a nurse who repeatedly referenced “smoking dope and getting high.” [Chad-A-L]

Off-Base. Getting off-base allowed an escape from daily life. It was a “way of coping, something to look forward to.” [Dan-AF-L] Off-base activities included dining or shopping in nearby cities. The nurses at sea got off-base via helicopter or small boats to enjoy the beach, dine, shop, or go to a bar. Getting away sometimes reflected interservice camaraderie. Because alcohol consumption was prohibited at sea, “[people from the Sanctuary] would come to our place [on land]...and we’d have cocktail parties.” [Bert-A-L] Longer periods off-base included a weekend at former Vietnamese resorts in-country or taking leave or rest and recreation to select countries in the Asia-Pacific region, including Australia.

Nurses at sea and in-theater had unique off-base opportunities. At Subic Bay during needed ship upkeep, nurses had 10 days off with “the freedom to do anything we wanted to do.” [Jada-N-S]—visiting a nearby military resort, playing golf, sightseeing, drinking, and partying. In-theater nurses had access to automobiles, affording them more get away options. For instance, a nurse was authorized to ship her automobile to Guam.

The Foreground of Work
The nurses’ work was central to their Vietnam experience. The nurses remembered vivid details of patients. One nurse provided a powerful statement about the stench of pseudomonas and how she can smell it even today. Facility location, unit type, schedules, and staffing created the work context. The primary variances in work were across continuums of patient care and resources.

The Context of Work
In 1965, a nurse worked in a tent hospital before moving to Quonset huts. Casualty staging facilities ranged from trailers in 1966 to “one long building” without air conditioning in 1968. [Hanna-AF-L] In 1968, land-based nurses rendered care in places such as tents, mobile units, and fixed facilities. Fixed facility variability included a newly built hospital in Danang in 1968 and a converted French school with piped in oxygen in 1971. As the war progressed, nurses were more likely to work in fixed facilities with air conditioning.

Although facility size varied from 60 to over 700 beds, nurses’ experiences were shaped more by the nursing unit where they worked. Nurses in the emergency department (ED), operating room (OR), or casualty staging were most likely to receive newly injured patients. Nurses on medical and surgical units saw patients with tropical diseases or after initial surgical treatment. Intensive care unit (ICU) nurses saw...
patients who, although not all injured, faced the most severe and life-threatening circumstances. Psychiatric patients were only mentioned briefly during AE missions, at casualty staging facilities, and aboard ship.

Duty uniforms varied by service and nursing unit. Typically, Army nurses wore jungle fatigue, Air Force nurses wore navy pants and light blue shirts, and Navy nurses wore the white uniform common of the era—starched dresses and caps, white shoes and, for those aboard ship, white hose. Nurses in the ED, OR, or ICU, however, often wore scrubs. In 1971 at the Army hospital in Saigon, nurses were switched from fatsaceous to the white uniform. With the lack of hose and shoes at the BX, this was considered “the dumbest decision ever.” [Carol-A-L].

It was common to work 6 days/week, with land-based nurses experiencing mass casualty surges working up to 72 hours nonstop. The in-theater AE nurse had the most erratic schedule depending on flight assignments (Figure 2). She recognized land-based nurses “had the hard time” while noting that AE “wasn’t easy, because we had all sorts of hours” [Felisha-AF-A] like being awakened at 2-3 AM and having flights up to 12 hours. Although most nurses worked shifts of ≥12-hours, there were exceptions with nurses in the OR and ICU sometimes experiencing 8 hours shifts.

A striking feature across all places was staff to patient ratio. The in-theater AE nurse sometimes had another nurse to care for 40 patients with the assistance of 1 to 2 medical technicians; it was rare to have a physician accompany them. Onboard ship, 28 nurses staffed 700 beds. One nurse covered an ICU of about 18 beds, depending heavily on the 6 to 7 Corpsmen on duty: “They were essentially your hands.” [Jada-N-S] A shipboard nurse who worked on medical and surgical units was simultaneously in charge of the 12-bed psychiatric unit where psychiatric technicians provided care.

The Resource Continuum

The amount and condition of supplies and equipment for Army and Air Force nurses were often inadequate, leaving them with “nothing to work with” [Hanna-AF-L]. By contrast, Navy nurses did not mention supply or equipment problems. The land-based Navy nurse described a hospital with the latest drugs and equipment; “[we] lack[ed] for nothing.” [Danielle-N-L].

Except for the Navy nurse, land-based nurses emphasized the lack in quantity and variety of supplies. Some supplies were expired, malfunctioned, or offered limited options. Nurses believed supplies were stolen and sold illegally and then purchased back when normal procurement channels failed (e.g., antibiotics). Sometimes supply shortages resulted from extreme use, such as when blood supplies were depleted. In bunkers there were no supplies.

Land-based nurses mentioned having inadequate equipment. Sometimes equipment was shared between units or facilities. Nighttime workplace lighting was often insufficient—in bunkers, ambulances, or during an attack.

The lack of supplies and equipment prompted improvisation. An extreme example of improvising occurred when the AE nurse had to use a different aircraft (C7) when her C130 was hit in a night attack. Luckily her medical technician knew “where you could hook up the oxygen” because she did not [Ginger-AF-A]. Usually nurses improvised using whatever was available including sharing chest tube drainage bottles between patients, substituting clamps in the OR, or using feminine pads for bandages. Regardless of place, Navy nurses did not report improvising.

The Patient Care Continuum

Nurses cared for patients with traumatic battle injuries, tropical diseases, and psychiatric disorders. The all-male combatant US service members, mostly 18 to 20-year-olds, left a nurse feeling “like I was taking care of my younger brother.” [Carol-A-L]. Patient care considerations included time from injury, patient variety and flow, and patients as persons.

Time from Injury. The nurses most prominent memories were of newly injured patients with extensive injuries: “99% of patients arrive by helicopter, right from the field, within 15 minutes of injury.” [Danielle-AF-L]. On land and ship, patients stayed up to 30 days, long enough for complications. By contrast, the AE nurse received mostly newly injured patients, and casualty staging nurses usually kept patients less than 24-hours. The in-theater AE nurse cared for stabilized patients prioritizing comfort with medications or relieving litter pressure. A nurse in Guam commented about first dressing changes for in-theater patient transfers. “That’s when you saw the straw and the rocks...still coming out of this wound that looked like hamburger.” [Isabel-N-L].

Patient Variety and Flow. Army Soldiers and Marines dominated the patient population. The patients in-country also comprised Vietnamese and Republic of Korea military, traveling entertainers, prisoners of war, and civilians including women and children. Nurses in Guam also provided care for Pacific Islanders and military family members.

Patient flow was unpredictable, fluctuating between “the boredom of war” [Bert-A-L] and mass casualties. From one to over 100 patients with various injuries and illnesses arrived simultaneously. For nurses on land and at sea, battles resulted in numerous patients arriving for initial treatment. Regardless of the volume, a triage process was conducted—those with moderate to minor injuries were usually treated first. There was one report of occasionally disregarding the triage protocol by reversing the process and focusing all efforts on one critically injured patient. During a mass casualty, staff swarmed to the ED: “you never lacked for help.” [Becky-A-L]. Some nurses never triaged; others found it “very difficult” [Quinn-A-L], and one nurse could “triate with my eyes closed.” [Hanna-AF-L].

The Resource Continuum

The amount and condition of supplies and equipment for Army and Air Force nurses were often inadequate, leaving them with “nothing to work with” [Hanna-AF-L]. By contrast, Navy nurses did not mention supply or equipment problems. The land-based Navy nurse described a hospital with the latest drugs and equipment; “[we] lack[ed] for nothing.” [Danielle-N-L].

Except for the Navy nurse, land-based nurses emphasized the lack in quantity and variety of supplies. Some supplies were expired, malfunctioned, or offered limited options. Nurses believed supplies were stolen and sold illegally and then purchased back when normal procurement channels failed (e.g., antibiotics). Sometimes supply shortages resulted from extreme use, such as when blood supplies were depleted. In bunkers there were no supplies.

Land-based nurses mentioned having inadequate equipment. Sometimes equipment was shared between units or facilities. Nighttime workplace lighting was often insufficient—in bunkers, ambulances, or during an attack.

The lack of supplies and equipment prompted improvisation. An extreme example of improvising occurred when the AE nurse had to use a different aircraft (C7) when her C130 was hit in a night attack. Luckily her medical technician knew “where you could hook up the oxygen” because she did not [Ginger-AF-A]. Usually nurses improvised using whatever was available including sharing chest tube drainage bottles between patients, substituting clamps in the OR, or using feminine pads for bandages. Regardless of place, Navy nurses did not report improvising.
Discussion

The US military nurses’ experiences in Vietnam of danger, daily life, and work were influenced by time and place. Our data allow us to provide more context, nuance, and depth regarding deployments in support of the Vietnam war than previously offered. For example, danger revealed an unexpected aspect of time—nurses perceived it was a nighttime war. Although this discovery was unexpected, it is congruent with a brief description by Norman (1990) that nighttime was the “enemy’s favorite time” to attack (p. 66). Our analysis augments the nighttime nature of the war.

The influence of place was most profound when comparing nurses who served in-country to those who served in-theater. In-theater nurses were more distant from danger and encountered less austerity and confinement, including the unique finding of access to personal automobiles. The itinerant lifestyle and unusual work hours for the in-theater flight nurse have not been depicted previously. Previous investigators did not distinguish between nurses who served in-country and in-theater.

Place had more to do with shaping the nurses’ experiences than service branch as previously reported (Norman, 1989, 1990). Branch had some influence—only Navy nurses were at sea, only Air Force nurses flew AE missions, and only Navy nurses claimed being well-equipped. Yet nurses from all branches worked on land. Although Air Force nurses worked in the air, they lived on land, having their wartime experiences shaped by two places. Shipboard nurses also had experiences on land on days off.

Place influenced danger, daily life, and work. We discovered continuums in each. The danger continuum spanned near to distant. The only example of near danger we found in the literature was Norman’s (1990) mention of mamasans smuggling explosives into nurses’ hooches in Saigon and sappers at Cam Ranh Bay. Paul (1985) gives credence to the danger continuum by noting the likelihood of harm was greater at some hospitals than others. Most existing literature addresses mid-level danger, focusing on rounds landing close to hospitals (Norman, 1986, 1990; Paul, 1985; Scannell-Desch, 1996, 2000a). We did not find mention of distant danger in the literature. Unique to our findings, the nurses expressed an overall sense of security rather than feeling a constant threat of danger.

Findings related to daily life mirror existing literature regarding small spaces and little privacy (Norman, 1989, 1990; Pless Kaiser et al., 2017a; Scannell-Desch, 1996, 2000a). Nuances in our findings include the importance of fans, a point not mentioned previously. We also portray a confinement continuum that is not in existing reports; getting away usually meant going off-base. We expand the existing view of camaraderie (Norman, 1986, 1989, 1990; Scannell-Desch, 1996, 1999) by noting interservice camaraderie related to place—such as nurses at sea being invited to parties on land.

Food was not mentioned in existing reports, and we found a sharp contrast between nurses on land and at sea, with superior food and food service at sea.

Norman (1990) wrote that for nurses in Vietnam, “Life revolved around work” (p. 21). Our findings support that point, placing work in the foreground of nurses’ experience. A discrepancy was noted when comparing our findings to existing literature in regard to nurses’ duty uniforms. Norman (1990) said jungle fatigues were standard except in Saigon and aboard ship. We discovered more variability including the switch in Saigon from fatigues to the white dresses, caps, hose, and shoes, underscoring the effect of time.

Along with severe battle injuries, patients also presented with tropical diseases and psychiatric disorders. Like Norman (1990), our findings show that casualty flow was feast or famine. Our data are more detailed regarding triage. Not reflected in existing reports is that US troops who became patients were mostly Army Soldiers and Marines. Classifying all US troops as Soldiers obfuscates important distinctions.

Consistent with existing literature (Norman, 1990; Pless Kaiser et al., 2017a; Sarnecky, 2007), except for Navy nurses, our participants talked about limited resources and improvising. Unique to our sample was the experience of an in-country AE nurse who had to use an unfamiliar aircraft.

Unlike prior researchers, we explored gender differences and found only a few, mainly in daily life. Thus, findings from previous work in which genders were aggregated may apply to males and females alike. We hypothesize that, since the onset of the Vietnam war, gender has had little influence on military nurses’ deployment experiences because demands and requirements are the same regardless of gender.

In future research, we recommend sampling to ensure that time of deployment is captured because it alters experiences. We also recommend that sampling reflects place of deployment, especially in-country versus in-theater deployments. Service branch matters, yet it is where nurses live as well as where they work that alters their deployment experiences.

Despite the small number of males and in-theater nurses, we also offer a beginning sense of whether gender and being in-country versus in-theater effects experiences. Limitations include the effects of time since deploying on recall. Because this was a secondary analysis, we did not achieve saturation for the in-theater participants or males. We lacked the perspective of males in the Navy.

Conclusion

The findings from our study highlight that deployment experiences for nurses related to danger, daily life, and work, varied across both time and place. By understanding the differences in time and place, nurses can
be better trained and prepared for deployment. Both gender differences and location of deployment, in-country versus in-theater, merit further investigation. Given the current ages of the nurses who served in Vietnam, it is not likely we can learn a great deal more from their experiences. We can, however, use findings from studies such as this one to guide future research pertaining to US military nurses who deploy.
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